Management 101

By Paul J. Emello

Business Strategy Selection—
Let’s Put a Plan Together

I

f you have done the homework I have assigned since I started
this series of articles on business strategy development, you
are now ready to update your business strategy. At this time,
you should have established a mission statement and company
goals and completed your external and internal analyses (aka
SWOT analysis). The key is to use the information you have gathered to develop an innovative business strategy that will allow
your company to achieve its goals.
Most of you will choose a strategy that, according to the analysis you have performed, will give your company a sustainable
competitive advantage and allow it to grow and prosper in the
highly competitive PCB manufacturing industry. A few of you,
after having completed your SWOT analysis, may choose an exit
strategy. At this point in the business strategy development pro-

opportunities and threats you have identified, and the strengths
and weaknesses of your company’s skills and assets.
1. Product market—Taking into consideration the market opportunities and threats you identified during your external analysis,
ask yourself: What segments of the market do you want to serve?
Conversely, what segments of the market do you not want to
serve? Or should you consider an entirely new market to enter?
2. Assets or skills that will support your strategy—Your internal
analysis identified assets and/or skills that determine your core
competency. Decide how you will use these assets or skills in a
way that will give your company a sustainable competitive advantage. Remember, an asset is a resource that is strong relative to
your competitor’s. A skill is something that your company does
very well and gives you an advantage over your competitor. These
assets and skills must be something your competitors cannot
easily neutralize or match so you can sustain your advantage. Keep
in mind the old business saying, “Innovations that are common to
all bestow competitive advantage to none.”
3. Functional area strategies—Functional area strategy, as you
may recall from our discussion of the three hierarchical levels of
the business strategy, is at the bottom of the pyramid. It outlines
how each part of the business operates to allow the business unit
to meet its goals. In developing your strategy you must consider
the specifics on product type(s) manufactured, pricing structure,
distribution network, manufacturing processes needed, personnel needed, etc. and your relative strengths and weaknesses in
these areas. Then, determine how you are going to allocate your
skills and resources across these functional areas to best support
your strategy.

cess, it is not uncommon for companies to determine that the
capital invested in their businesses can be more wisely employed
elsewhere and decide to divest. Anyone remember when IBM
built desktop and laptop computers? Back in the 80s when the
PC market was emerging, IBM did very well. However, by 2004 the
market forces had changed and it no longer had a competitive
advantage that would allow it to realize acceptable returns. IBM
determined that a better business strategy, one that would draw
on its strengths, would be to focus its resources in the information service and software markets, so IBM sold its personal computing division to Lenovo. However, I am assuming that since you
are reading this article you have decided to remain in the industry.
Now, it’s time to put a business strategy plan together.
A successful business strategy has four fundamental elements
that need to be addressed in detail (1). As you address these elements, keep in mind the goals you have established, the market
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4. Level of investment—Determine the financial resources available, from both internal and external sources. It must be sufficient
to fund the various possible strategies you have identified. Here
too, keep in mind the company goals. If you, as owner, are planning
to retire in a year or two, you may not have enough time to see an
acceptable return from a new investment and, therefore, may want
to opt for a strategy that does not require a significant investment.
As your fine tune your strategy, it is worth remembering my
“work smarter not harder” article (2). Your strategy will need to
allow you to gain competitive advantage to offset the competitive
forces in the marketplace. Keep asking yourself “why should customers buy from my company?” As previously discussed, competitive strategies broadly fall into one of three generic approaches:
price, differentiation, or focus (3). Therefore, the answer
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to the question you just asked yourself
must address one of these three factors.
For example, “my customers buy from my
company because we have developed
proprietary processes that have reduced
our production costs thereby allowing us
to sell our products at a competitive price
and still enjoy acceptable returns.” If your
strategy is not clearly following one of
these three strategic alternatives, you have
not differentiated yourself from your competitors and you will end up being stuck in
the middle. You will lose the high volume
orders as those customers have the clout
to demand the lowest price. You will also
lose the high margin orders that are typical of specialty work to competitors that
focus on that type of product. In the end
you will end up bidding away any profits.
Before adopting your strategy, compare
the expected outcomes for all the possible
strategies you’ve identified. Then look at

If your strategy is not
clearly following one of
these three strategic
alternatives, you have
not differentiated

the middle. One final note, it is not quick
or easy to change your company’s direction. It is difficult and takes time to establish yourself—therefore, you’ll want to
make sure you are well funded in order
to sustain your company until your new
strategy starts paying off.
Next month we’ll complete this series
of articles with a discussion on business
strategy implementation. ■

yourself from your
competitors
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PCB Post Processing
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Visualize

Quickly import and visually examine virtually all
industry standard PCB CAM Àle types including intelligent formats
such as ODB++, IPC-2581 and PADS ASCII.

Inspect

Access to all PCB CAM data is fast and easy using
the hierarchical data Navigator and interactive inspection tools.

Analyze

Dynamic and Áexible DfM Analysis Suite with
over 75 Design & Manufacturing Checks including SMD, Thermal,
Etch, Spacing, Soldermask, Silkscreen, Blind/Buried Vias, NC,
and Embedded Passives. Netlist Comparison to external netlists
(IPC-D-356, etc.) provides graphical results with “pin-point”
error location Ànder. Layer Comparison allows easy detection
of changes between different versions. All Analysis results can
be evaluated hierarchically using the Analysis Navigator, viewed
graphically or produced as text/graphic reports. Flaws detected by
Analysis tools can be automatically corrected selectively or in full.

Communicate

Mark-Up Tools allow easy annotation
of PCB post-processing issues or conveyance of special
instructions. Communicate easily between users/departments by
embedding Mark-ups in the compact single Àle design database.
Test Drive V16 Today at www.wssi.com

Prepare

Manufacturing Preparation Tools are many,
Áexible and often fully automatic: Solder & Paste Mask creation,
Stencil design, robust NC Mill/Drill generation including path
optimization, Bare Board Test setup, Oversize/Undersize, Flatten
Composites, etc. Flexible data editing features are numerous.

Assembly Processing

Reverse Engineer
any Gerber data set for Assembly Centroid Extraction. Five
Automated methods of Part IdentiÀcation. Support for Board
and Part Fiducials. Universal BOM Importer. Output support for
FATF, ODB++, ODB++(XML) and GenCAD.

Panelize

Advanced Panelization Tooling of Single or
Multiple designs, Flip Panels, Template support and user deÀned
Balance patterns. Easily create Assembly Sub Panels. Powerful
panel layout optimizer. Very easy to do “what if” layouts.

Document

Flexible Documentation Tool Suite allows easy
creation of Fab drawings including Auto Hole Chart generation,
Auto Dimensioning and built-in support for standard drawing
notes and construction lines. Complete Print generation included
along with HI-RES Bitmap export.

Produce

Swiftly generate Tooling data Àles in all popular
formats: Gerber, Drill, Mill, IPC-D-356/A/B.
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